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I spy with my
little eye … 
you need sharp eyes

for our observation

games.

Solve tricky puzzles based 

on artworks in a variety 

of quizzes.

Welcome!
Do you like drawing and painting? Is art one of your favorite subjects at school? 

Are you observant? Do you like trying to solve puzzles?

If you have answered “yes” to any of these questions, then this book is just right for you!

So you don’t much like visiting art museums? And you sometimes find art rather boring? 

Then it’s high time that you discovered how much fun art can really be! Just try it out! 

This book can lead you on a wonderful journey of discovery into the world of art.

Soon you will have no time to be bored! 
In this book you are about to find 365 adventures 
in art waiting to be discovered: 

Let your imagination run wild!

Can you think up stories
to match pictures?

Have fun!
Everyone is an artist!
Here you can color or complete great works of art; you

will also find lots of suggestions for pictures of your own. 

And much, much more.



1
January

Paintings can look like many things to 

many people. This painting by Franz Marc 

is like that. The shapes suggest snow 

covered mountains, or pears covered 

with melted ice cream or frosting.

Can you think of other things?

Franz Marc, Haystacks in the Snow, 1911, Franz Marc Museum, Kochel am See



2
January

People have enjoyed ice skating 

for hundreds of years.

Can you see what 

some of the kids are

doing in this painting

from Holland? It is 

over 400 years old!

Pieter Brueghel the Younger, Winter Landscape, 1601, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna



3
January

The artist Jan Vermeer is beginning to paint at his easel. If you would

like to know what his studio looked like, you may turn to May 14.

Here however we would like to ask you to 
imagine what the artist is looking at. You may
already be able to see a couple of blue lines ... 



4
January

The artist is Pieter Brueghel “the Elder,“

the father of Pieter Brueghel “the

Younger.” Do you know other families

whose children have the same pro-

fession as their parents?

People could read pictures before they could

read words. Here the artist, Pieter Brueghel, 

is showing more than 100 famous sayings,

some of which are still known.

Can you find the following 

illustrations:

a) To sit on hot coals

b) To bang one’s head against 

a brick wall

c) To throw one’s money 

out the window

d) To be as meek as a lamb

e) The world turned upside 

down

f) To swim against the stream



5
January

Pieter Brueghel the Elder, The Dutch Proverbs, 1559, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin



6
January



7
January

This painting shows a scene from a famous story. Three men are 

visiting a stable in Bethlehem with gifts for a newborn baby named

Jesus. They have brought gold, frankincense, and myrrh. Myrrh was

used in medicine at the time of this story, and frankincense is still

used in some churches.

If you could add a gift, 

what would you give?

Gentile da Fabriano, Adoration of the Magi, 

1423, Uffizi Gallery, Florence



8
January

A “still life“ is a picture of things that are still, that don’t

move. In this picture, there are cherries, grapes, and

even some shells. But the fruit is getting a bit old and

attracting things that are moving.

Can you see some of these creatures? 

Balthasar van der Ast, Still Life with Fruit, c. 1635, Alte Pinakothek, Munich



9
January

Hercules, or “strong man,“ was the name of a Greek god of supernatural strength. As a baby, he was

thought to have strangled a snake! You can read many stories, or myths, about him and other gods 

who could do amazing things!

Hercules As a Boy Strangling a Snake, marble, roman artwork, 2nd century, Capitoline Museum, Rome



How do you think this empty town 

would look on market day?

Farmers come to sell their fruit 

and goods on those days. 

What do you think

you would see?

Alfred Sisley, The Square at Argenteuil, 1872, Musée d'Orsay, Paris

10
January



11
January



12
January

The painter Vincent van Gogh lived from 1853 to 1890. The self-portrait shows him with a bandaged 

head—he had injured his ear. You can see a Japanese picture on the wall behind him.

Why do you think that was?   

a) Van Gogh was planning to visit Japan.

b) Van Gogh was very interested in Japanese art.

c) It shows a portrait of Van Gogh's Japanese girl friend.

Vincent van Gogh, Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear, 1889, Courtauld Institute Galleries, London



13
January

This is what

Vincent van

Gogh’s bed-

room in Arles

looked like.

He lived in the

little house on

the corner.

Here are

postcards

that you 

can send 

to friends!         



14
January

Vincent van Gogh, The Bedroom, 1888, 

Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam 

from “A Year in Art“, Prestel   

Vincent van Gogh, The Yellow House, 1888, 

Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam

from “A Year in Art“, Prestel   



15
January

Wilhelm Leibl, Three Women in a Church, 1878/1882, Kunsthalle, Hamburg

Wilhelm Leibl spent over 

three and a half years 

painting this picture!

Can you recognize 

the details in the

painting?



16
January

Even hundreds of years ago people loved to have fun on the ice: playing ice hockey, skating, and 

riding on sleds. But just compare their sleds and ice skates with the ones we use today. Can you see 

any differences? Clothes were different in those days, too: Look how big their collars are! Do you 

see other differences? 

I spy with my little eye!

� a young man with a huge 

pom pom on his hat

� a little dog

� a woman with a bundle of 

brush on her back

� a girl warming her hands under 

her apron

� a woman has slipped and one 

can peek under her skirt

� clothing hanging up to dry 

on a ship



17
January

Hendrik Avercamp, Ice Scene, early 17th century, Mauritshuis, The Hague



18
January

In this picture the painter 

Umberto Boccioni has tried to 

portray how busy a city can be.

Things are moving in so many 

different directions!

Can you find these 

details in the picture?

Umberto Boccioni, Simultaneous Vision, c. 1912, Von der Heydt-Museum, Wuppertal



19
January

On December 4  you can see the colors of the 

original picture by Edgar Degas.

Why not color this picture? There's room 

for some more dancers!



20
January

This picture is several thousand years old! It is part of a very large picture made of 

many tiny colored stones, like tiles. Some are gold and semi-precious gems. It is a 

mosaic and shows Empress Theodora with a court official.

You can make a mosaic with stones, 

beads or even pieces of paper.

Empress Theodora and Her Retinue (Detail), Mosaic in San Vitale, Ravenna, 6th century



21
January

Her name is Margarita and she is five years old.

Write a story about the Spanish princess in the middle of this painting.

Diego Rodríguez de Velázquez, Las Meninas, 1656, Prado, Madrid



22
January

Franz Marc loved animals. Here he has painted foxes. Can you find them?

How many are hiding in this picture?

Franz Marc, The Fox, 1913, Kunstmuseum Düsseldorf



23
January

What color are you going to paint the foxes?



Pieter Brueghel the Elder, Adoration of the Magi in Winter Landscape, 1567, Dr. Oskar Reinhart Collection, Winterthur

There is a lot to see in this winter picture. Snowflakes are falling. 

There are people, two donkeys, and a large dog. There is also a child 

in the stable. Can you see all these things? The artist has hidden the

Christ child in a stable. People have come to visit Him. 

Can you see Him? And have you spotted 

the two donkeys and the big dog?

24
January



25
January

You can draw more animals in the icy winter landscape.

Alexander Borisov, A Polar Bear Hunting in Moonlight, 1899, Fine Arts Museum, Archangelsk



26
January

Just imagine you are sitting in a boat and someone is 

giving you a ride through canals. There are so many things

to discover which you can add next to the picture.

Why don’t you complete it?

Johannes Vermeer, View of Delft, c. 1660, Mauritshuis, The Hague



27
January

This picture is full of secret signs. Lots of the

things that you see here have special meanings.

They are symbols. The round mirror is a sign of

the fragility of life. The glass container, rings, 

and shimmering pearls show us how rich the 

couple is.

Quentin Massys, The Money Changer and his Wife, 1514, Musée du Louvre, Paris

Can you find these things?

Can you guess what the scale is for? 

a) cooking  

b) vanity

c) justice
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